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Message from the BLM Director

Mr. Robert Abbey
BLM Director

A

s we answer today's business needs, we also address tomorrow's
business growth. Our relationship with the public does not end
when a publication or a comment period is finished. Rather, we continue
to build a strong partnership between our constituents and bring our
personal commitment and unwavering dedication to the ultimate goal of
business success.
Our BLM mission promises that we as federal employees will sustain
the health, diversity, and productivity of the public lands. A major part in
achieving this mission is to maximize the use of Information Resources in
effectively delivering solutions to help manage our public lands. For this
reason, it gives me great pleasure to introduce BLM’s first Information
Resources Management (IRM) Reference Guide. This guide will provide
guidance and resources for BLM reference materials to ensure compliance
with IRM related policy requirements.
Further, this guide will foster a better understanding of employee
awareness to IRM Federal, Department, and BLM guidelines. As BLM
Director, I understand the importance of the employee development,
especially in the area of Information Resources Management. I encourage
you to use the guide to help execute your daily activities more efficiently.
The IRM Reference Guide was designed with you in mind. After all, the
best investment any organization can make is the people who make it work.

Mr. Robert Abbey
BLM Director

Welcome

Message from the Chief Information Officer

Ms. Ronnie Levine
Assistant Director,
Information Resources
Management (AD/IRM)

W

elcome to the 2010 edition of the Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) Information Resources Management (IRM) Reference Guide.

This document was developed with the express purpose of providing
you with a comprehensive source of IRM-related reference material to support
you in accomplishing your daily efforts and meeting BLM’s mission objectives.
In this document, you will find up-to-date information on key information
resources management programs, IT-related disciplines, and key processes. You
will find the following information in this valuable resource:


A listing of IT-related Federal, Department of Interior (DOI), and
BLM requirements and standards relevant to your job duties



Key processes necessary for ensuring compliance with IT
requirements and standards



Online web resources (internal and external), training services,
and conferences



Points of contact information for each discipline so you know
exactly who to contact for assistance.

This guide offers you the guidance and understanding necessary to help you
facilitate your business and technology needs.
If you have any questions or suggestions regarding the BLM IRM Reference
Guide, please contact IRM via email at IRM_referenceguide@blm.gov.
Ms. Ronnie Levine
Assistant Director for Information Resources Management and
Chief Information Officer

Introduction

Introduction
1.0 Introduction
Are you familiar with mandated federal government, DOI, and BLM
policies, best practices, and other guidelines that may be applicable to
how you perform your daily work? Are you having trouble finding a
single, comprehensive source of this information? If so, the BLM
IRM Reference Guide is just the tool to meet your needs.

The IRM Reference Guide is a one-stop guide
and resource for BLM reference materials to ensure
compliance with IT-related policy requirements.
Purpose
The IRM Reference Guide was developed as a reference guide for
federal, DOI, and BLM mandated standards, policies, requirements,
practices, and processes that are pertinent to BLM IT-related initiatives,
activities, and functions. To make these materials more user-friendly
and easy to identify, the IRM WO-500 organization identified a
series of IT disciplines and collected the relevant reference materials
belonging to each discipline. In addition to the federal, DOI, and
BLM materials, we have also included materials that are specific to
certain divisions and programs.
All state and local offices are responsible for complying with the
guidelines and practices set forth by the BLM and set forth in the
IRM Reference Guide.
Audience
The IRM Reference Guide was specifically prepared by IRM for the
community of BLM professionals that implement, operate, and use
systems, technologies, and tools in the course of everyday BLM activities.
It provides guidance and direction for understanding overarching policy
requirements. The IRM Reference Guide also serves as a roadmap to
assist both new and seasoned employees in each program area. Lastly, it
can be used as a tool by BLM personnel seeking information on specific
program areas.

Information Resources Management Reference Guide
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Guide Organization
The IRM Reference Guide is organized according to discipline. The
booklet makes it easy to find the exact information you are looking for.
Each discipline or program area includes the following items:


Purpose



Description



Legislation and federal, DOI, and BLM mandates, standards,
policies, and compliance guidelines



BLM IRM-specific policies



Key processes, compliance criteria, and reporting requirements



Internal training and guidance material (as applicable)



External resources, training, and conferences (as applicable)



Important Dates



Point of Contact Information

At the end of the IRM Reference Guide, you will find the following:


Acronyms



Glossary

Suggestions
This guide was designed to assist you. Should you have any comments
or suggestions for improving the resource guide, please contact
IRM via email at IRM_referenceguide@blm.gov.
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IRM Organization

IRM Program Areas Addressed
in the IRM Reference Guide
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Section 3

Configuration Management
and Change Management



Section 4

Capital Planning and Investment Control



Section 5

Enterprise Architecture



Section 6

Freedom of Information Act



Section 7

Information Quality and Compliance



Section 8

Privacy Act



Section 9

Records Management



Section 10

Section 508



Section 11

Security



Section 12

System Lifecycle Management



Section 13

Telecommunications



Section 14

Workforce Planning
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Configuration Management
and Change Management
3.0 Configuration Management and Change Management
Configuration Management and Change Management are two
separate disciplines that are integrated for the managing of IT assets.
Configuration Management includes identifying, recording, and tracking
IT assets which includes all documentation artifacts, software and
hardware products and other items needed to maintain the BLM
Infrastructure. Change Management represents the method used
to approve and release IT assets to the BLM Infrastructure.
3.1 Description
The BLM Configuration Management Program provides policies
and establishes oversight responsibilities with managing IT assets.
The BLM Change Management process provides the operational
framework for the configuration control boards (CCBs) and establishes
their authorities with conducting the following tasks: version control and
release management. Configuration Management is one of the key
disciplines used to evaluate investments.
3.2 Compliance Requirements
Authority

Requirement

Federal



Executive Order (EO) 13011, Federal Information Technology,
July 16, 1996



Clinger-Cohen Act, Section 512, Agency CIO, General
Responsibilities, January 3, 1996



Paperwork Reduction Act, May 22, 1995



OMB Circular A-130, Appendix IV – Analysis of Key Sections



DOI IT Solution Development Lifecycle Guide OCIO/PMD,
September 15, 2005



DOI BLM Asset Management Plan



MS-1268, Information Technology Configuration
Management, April 3, 2003



BLM Bureau Business Architecture Charter, July 10, 2002



BLM IT Investment Management Process, Version 1.0



H-1268-1, Configuration Management Handbook, April 3, 2003

Department of the Interior

BLM

Information Resources Management Reference Guide
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3.3 Organization
The BLM Configuration Management Program resides in the WO-560,
IRM Governance Division within the WO-500 IRM Directorate. The
National Configuration Manager is responsible for policy development,
assessment, compliance and oversight of the program. Operational
responsibility resides at the National Operations Center.
Roles

Responsibilities

National
Configuration
Manager



Coordinates policy development with State and Center
Configuration Managers



Develops policy and procedures to implement an integrated BLM
CM process



Monitors activities of the National Configuration Control Board (NCCB)



Briefs and educates senior managers and staff on CM policies
and processes



Assesses BLM CM training needs and recommends a training
curriculum to the CIO



Assesses operation of the NCM process



Recommends training for CM managers



Provide transparency through on-line sharing mechanisms



Performs review of CM Program



Ensures compliance with National, State, and Center CM policy



Oversees activities of the State or Center CM process



Provides guidance to State or Center CIOs and technical personnel
on CM policy and procedures



Coordinates activities for State or Center Configuration Boards



Maintains the State or Center hardware, software, and
application baselines



Maintains a local CM library



Coordinates with the NCM office on CM policy and procedures



Manages the content of State or Center CM web sites and ensures
that accurate and up-to-date information is posted



Provides activity reports to State or Center CIO, sponsors, owners,
project managers, and the National Office or any other official
designated by that CIO

State and Center
Configuration
Managers
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Roles

Responsibilities

State CIO



Ensures that CM process objectives are carried out within their areas
of responsibility



Ensures that IT investment decisions are integrated with program
business needs

3.4 Key Processes
Key process include:


Change Management Coordination



Technical Approval



Documenting Data Repository Management



HW/SW Testing



Installation of Products



Release Management



Oversight



Training



Policy Development

3.5 Resources
3.5.1 Online
Resource

Website

BLM CM Program
Homepage

http://web.blm.gov/internal/wo-500/cm/

CM Manual

http://web.blm.gov/internal/wo-500/cm/CM_Manual_Final.pdf

CM Handbook,
H-1268-1

http://web.blm.gov/internal/wo-500/cm/
CM_Manual_Handbook_Final.pdf

CM Standard Operating
Procedures (SOP),

http://web.blm.gov/internal/wo-500/cm/
CM_SOPs_121702_v1_1.pdf

CM Forms

http://web.blm.gov/internal/wo-500/cm/forms_index.html

Information Resources Management Reference Guide
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3.5.2 Conferences and Forums


The BLM is transitioning from CMII to ITIL V3. Conferences and
Forums on ITIL V3 will be provided in the future.

3.6 Training
It is recommended that BLM CM Managers take certification training
once a year. Since the BLM is transitioning from CMII to ITIL
Version 3, CM Managers should seek training that offers:


Structure of the library



ITIL’s key concepts and objectives



Certification program overview:
Foundation, Practitioner and Service Manager levels



Overview of relationships between the ITIL processes



Detailed descriptions of the objectives, benefits, metrics,
challenges, management reporting and interfaces of the five
Service Support (operational) processes and the

3.7 Important Dates


CM meetings are held on both a weekly and monthly basis and
involve Systems Administrators, IT Security, EA, Network
Specialists, and Telecommunication Specialists.

POINT OF CONTACT
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Department

Person

Configuration Management
and Change Management

Paulette Sanford
202-912-7560
paulette_sanford@blm.gov
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Capital Planning
and Investment Control
4.0 Capital Planning and Investment Control
Capital Planning and Investment Control (CPIC) is an iterative
process that links resources to results. It connects the mission needs
to information technology (IT) in an effective and efficient manner to
guide both strategic and operational information resources management
(IRM). CPIC includes planning, budgeting, procurement, management,
and assessment of IT and IRM integration to information mission
performance throughout its life cycle. CPIC aims to achieve integrated
performance goals with minimal risk, the lowest lifecycle cost, and the
highest benefit to the BLM.
4.1 Description
The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) defines CPIC as “…
a management process for ongoing identification, selection, control,
and evaluation of investment in information resources.” OMB Circular
A-130(6c). OMB further states that CPIC is a process that links
budget formulation and execution that focuses information resources
planning to the strategic mission and specific program outcomes.
CPIC is part of the budget process used to analyze, track, and evaluate
the risks and results of all major capital investments for information
systems. The process covers the life of each system and includes criteria
for analyzing the projected and actual costs, benefits, and risks
associated with the investments.
4.2 Compliance Requirements
CPIC is the process established as part of a broad federal mandate
and comprehensive approach for improving the acquisition and
management of information resources. Numerous regulations,
mandates, and policies govern the way federal agencies acquire and
manage IT resources through comprehensive planning and control.
Most significant is the Clinger-Cohen Act of 1996, which supplements
the Paperwork Reduction Act (1980) and emphasizes a framework
that treats the acquisition, planning, and management of technology
as a capital investment. This Act also mandates the federal agencies
maximize the value of IT investments while assessing and managing
the risk of IT acquisitions.

Information Resources Management Reference Guide
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Authority

Requirement

Federal



Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 (PRA), 44 U.S.C. Chapter 35)



Clinger-Cohen Act of 1996, (Pub. L. 104-106, Division E)



OMB Circular A-130, Management of Federal Information
Resources



OMB Circular A-11, Part 2, Preparation and Submission of Budget
Estimates



OMB Circular A-11, Part 7, Planning, Budgeting, Acquisition, and
Management of Capital Assets



E-Government Act of 2002, (Pub. L 107-347)



U.S. General Accounting Office, Information Technology Investment
Management: A Framework for Assessing and Improving Process
Maturity, GAO-04-394G (v1.1, March 2004)



Federal Information Security Management Act of 2002 (FISMA)



Government Paperwork Elimination Act of 1998 (GPEA)



Federal Acquisition Streamlining Act of 1994 (FASA)



Government Performance Results Act of 1993 (GPRA)



Chief Financial Officers Act of 1990 (CFO Act)

Department
of the Interior



DOI IT Capital Planning and Investment Control Guide, OCIO/PMD,
February 2005

BLM



BLM Information Technology Investment Manual, BLM Manual 1265,
August 2009



BLM Capital Planning and Investment Control (CPIC) Handbook,
BLM Handbook-1265-1, August 2009



BLM IT Investment Board (ITIB) Charter, BLM Information Bulletin
2007-061, March 2007

4.3 Organization
Capital Planning and Investment Control is functional aligned under
the Division of Investment Management (WO-550), Directorate of
Information Resources Management.
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4.4 Roles and Responsibilities
Roles

Responsibilities

Division of
Investment
Management,
WO-550



Provides oversight, budget, compliance, and policy for the
management of IT investments; Manages the BLM capital plan and
business case (OMB Exhibit 300) and the IRM investment portfolio
(OMB Exhibit 53).



Provides oversight of the BLM CPIC process. Ensures that projects
are consistent with the BLM’s architecture and monitors the
project’s performance (e.g. cost/schedule/technical — planned vs.
actual). Supports the National BLM Information Technology
Investment Board (ITIB).

Project
Manager (PM)



The person assigned by the system owner to lead the project and
accomplish the stated objectives for the IT investment(s). Key
responsibilities include managing clear and attainable project
objectives, building the project requirements, and managing the
project constraints for projects, which are primarily cost, time,
scope, quality, and risks.

Project Sponsor
or Functional
Manager (System
Owner):



The business official (usually the program’s Assistant Director)
who has authority and responsible for the strategic business
processes and accomplishments of the IT investment(s). Also
responsible for ensuring that the system is evaluated annually
and receives an appropriate level of funding.

Proponent



The individual or organization that proposes an IT investment to
meet a mission or business need.



Initial screening process during which IT investments are proposed.



Executive decision makers determine whether the proposed
investment supports the BLM's mission needs.



Executive decision makers also determine whether the proposed
investment will improve the overall business of the BLM.



If the proposed investment meets the two criteria above, further
analysis is performed to prepare for a more detailed review during
the Select Phase.



Each proposed IT investment undergoes further evaluation. The
IT Investment Boards compares the proposed investments to one
another, prioritizing them according to the extent to which they are
aligned with the BLM's goals and business needs.



The ITIB also considers how well the investment could be incorporated
into the existing technical operations and IT architecture.

Information Resources Management Reference Guide
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